Idiopathic De Novo Arteriovenous Malformation: A Rare Acquired Intracranial Lesion
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Abstract

The de novo development of cerebral arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) in adults is an exceedingly rare event that has prompted the theory that a “second hit” is required to induce AVM formation. The authors document development of an occipital AVM in an adult a decade and a half after a brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) disclosed no abnormality. A 31-year-old male with a family history of AVMs and a 14-year history of migraines with visual auras and seizures presented to our service. Because of the onset of a first seizure and migraine headaches at age 17, the patient underwent high-resolution MRI that showed no intracranial lesion. After 14 years of progressively worsening symptoms, he underwent a repeat MRI that demonstrated a new de novo Spetzler-Martin grade 3 left occipital AVM. The patient received anticonvulsants and underwent Gamma Knife radiosurgery for his AVM. This case suggests that patients with seizures or persistent migraine headaches should have periodic repeat neuroimaging to exclude the development of a vascular cause despite an initial negative MRI.
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Introduction

Cerebral arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) are rare, complex vascular lesions of uncertain pathogenesis involving dysplastic vessel formation.1 Originally thought to be exclusively congenital,2 intracerebral AVMs are now known to also arise de novo3–5 in those with genetically predisposed disorders (e.g., ataxia telangiectasia).6 Some authors suggest that AVMs arise when individuals with genetic predispositions experience one or more “second hits.”7 Such “second hits” include events that promote dysplastic angiogenesis such as brain hemorrhage, trauma, or venous sinus thrombosis.5 To the best of our knowledge, distinct “second hits” preceded all reported intracranial AVMs but one.5,8 Here, the authors present a rare case of a patient with a family history of AVMs presenting with an idiopathic de novo occipital AVM with no identifiable antecedent “second hit” and absence of any intracranial lesion on adolescence high-resolution imaging.
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Case History

A 17-year-old male with a family history of AVM (including a brother with an AVM of the corpus callosum) presented to the emergency room due to migraines accompanied by visual auras and generalized seizure. The patient underwent high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which failed to demonstrate any intracranial pathology (Fig. 1A–C). The patient continued to have rare repeat seizures, but antiepileptic drugs were not initiated at any point due to the patient’s and parents’ preference. The patient had a history of prior intravenous drug use, hepatitis C infection, and pre-diabetes.

Fourteen years after his initial presentation, the 31-year-old patient reported to the emergency department for a head injury sustained during a seizure. Computed tomography angiography of the head revealed a 1.9 × 1.4 cm hyperattenuating vascular mass within the left occipital lobe (Fig. 2) with no evidence of hemorrhage. Cerebral angiography confirmed the presence of an unruptured 2.9 cm Spetzler-Martin grade 3 left occipital AVM (Fig. 3). The AVM was supplied by the calcarine and posterior temporal branches of the posterior cerebral artery and had both superficial and deep venous drainage. This occipital AVM was also demonstrated on MR imaging performed at that time (Fig. 1D–F).

Following diagnosis, the patient was started on levetiracetam and referred to our service for further evaluation. The patient subsequently underwent Gamma Knife radiosurgery, during which the margin dose of the AVM was 20 Gy, with 85% of the AVM receiving over 22 Gy, and the 12 Gy volume...
radiation therapy. Defects in endoglin and activin-receptor-like kinase (ALK) development is seen in patients with a family history related to dural arteriovenous trauma, hemorrhage, or venous sinus thrombosis in cases of de novo AVMs has been attributed to subsequent neurological trauma, hemorrhage, or venous sinus thrombosis in cases of dural arteriovenous fistulas. Cavernous malformation development is seen in patients with a family history related to defects in endoglin and activin-receptor-like kinase (ALK) genes and in some patients, they are delayed after childhood radiation therapy. In the aftermath of hemorrhage or traumatic injury, activation of these pathways could initiate aberrant vessel repair, thus acting as a “second hit” for AVM formation.

Chronic diseases such as diabetes and congestive heart disease are known to place immense physiological stress on many organs, including the vasculature. Chronic conditions could induce intracranial hypertension or other forms of cerebral vascular damage, thus providing the “second hit” needed to spur AVM generation. Additionally, over 100 medical and illicit pharmacological agents, including heroin, have been shown to cause drug-induced intracranial hypertension. Our patient had a history of prior drug use, hepatitis C infection, and prediabetes, all of which could have provided potential “second hits” and contributed to AVM formation. In the case presented by Nagai et al., their patient also had chronic medical conditions including hypertension, chronic renal failure, and diabetes mellitus, which may have contributed to the development of a de novo Spetzler-Martin grade 2 AVM of the left posterior parietal lobe. While their patient was of a more advanced age and presented with differing comorbidities than the case presented, both cases represent unique instances in which “second hits” seemingly arose from chronic rather than acute conditions and progressed along a similar timeline (12 and 14 years, respectively).

Conclusion

Documented de novo intracranial AVM formation is an exceedingly rare entity. We suggest that additional longstanding chronic conditions could act as comorbidity facilitators of AVM formation. In the context of persistent clinical symptoms such as migraine and seizures, repeat brain imaging is important to exclude delayed development of a treatable and high-risk AVM.
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Fig. 3 Left vertebral digital subtraction angiography demonstrating a Spetzler-Martin grade 3 arteriovenous malformation (AVM; white arrows). Anteroposterior projection (A) revealing posterior cerebral artery branch supply and both superficial and deep venous drainage. Lateral projection (B) of AVM nidus demonstrating calcarine (blue arrow) and posterior temporal (red arrow) branches of the posterior cerebral artery supplying the AVM.

Fig. 4 Gamma Knife radiosurgery operative plan. (A) Axial contrasted T1-weighted image and (B) digital subtraction angiography demonstrating the treatment plan to the lesion receiving a marginal dose of 20 Gy (yellow). The patient’s initial imaging was completely devoid of any vascular pathology, and yet he spent over a decade experiencing symptoms commonly caused by AVMs. These included persistent seizures and complex migraines, which are common among AVMs patients. In this case, however, no focal lesion was noted on initial high-resolution MRI. Similar lack of findings has occasionally been attributed to inadequate imaging modalities; however, it has been shown that modern MRI technology seldom fails to detect AVMs of any size or type. Therefore, we cannot exclude that the patient in this report had a “second hit” related to lifestyle events that included drug use and resultant hepatitis infection.

Numerous genes, growth factors, and enzymes have been hypothesized to facilitate AVM formation, with two of the more commonly-cited biomolecules, vascular endothelial growth factor and ALK, affecting angiogenesis and pathogenesis, respectively. Dysregulation of these molecules can lead to small, weak vessel formation and AVM development in genetically predisposed patients. In the aftermath of hemorrhage or traumatic injury, activation of these pathways could initiate aberrant vessel repair, thus acting as a “second hit” for AVM formation.

Fig. 4 was 9 mL (Fig. 4). The patient was discharged on a continued dose of levetiracetam with plans for follow-up MRIs at 6 months then 1, 2, and 3 years to monitor his response to treatment. Repeat cerebral angiography is planned 3 years after stereotactic radiosurgery.

Discussion

The rare development of an AVM in adulthood is thought by some to require a “second hit” to initiate AVM formation. To the best of our knowledge, all but one documented case of de novo AVMs has been attributed to subsequent neurological trauma, hemorrhage, or venous sinus thrombosis in cases of dural arteriovenous fistulas. Cavernous malformation development is seen in patients with a family history related to defects in endoglin and activin-receptor-like kinase (ALK) genes and in some patients, they are delayed after childhood radiation therapy. Nagai et al. reported a 69-year-old male who presented 12 years prior to the discovery of their AVM with transient dizziness; yet, similar to our patient, earlier imaging revealed no obvious vascular malformation. Likewise, our case, similar to Nagai’s, presented with no antecedent trauma, intracranial bleeding, or lesion on imaging.
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